Nonspiking local interneuron in the motor pattern generator for the crayfish swimmeret.
We describe a type of nonspiking premotor local interneuron (interneuron IA) in the abdominal nervous system of Pacifasticus leniusculus. All of its branches are restricted to one side of the midline. These interneurons are identifiable and occur as bilateral pairs, one neuron on each side of abdominal ganglia 3, 4, and 5. The membrane potential of interneuron IA oscillated in phase with the swimmeret rhythm, a motor pattern generated in each of these ganglia, because the neuron received postsynaptic potentials in phase with the rhythm. Sustained hyperpolarization of an individual interneuron IA initiated generation of the swimmeret rhythm in all the ganglia of a quiescent nervous system. Sustained depolarization stopped the swimmeret rhythm in all the active ganglia of a nervous system that was generating the rhythm. Currents injected into one interneuron reset the rhythm. Comparisons of the shapes of the IA interneurons in different ganglia showed that they are similar to each other and distinct from other local interneurons in these ganglia. Interneuron IA has a large integrative segment and relatively few branches that are largely restricted to the lateral neuropil, to which all other kinds of swimmeret neurons also project. We conclude that this interneuron occurs only once in each hemiganglion in abdominal segments 3, 4, and 5, and that it is identifiable. Furthermore, this interneuron is an essential component of the circuit in each hemiganglion that generates the swimmeret rhythm. The interneuron was dye coupled to a particular identifiable motor neuron and not to any other neurons. The motor neuron was not dye-coupled to any other local interneurons. The ability of this motor neuron to reset the rhythm is attributed to its being electrically coupled to interneuron IA in its ganglion.